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Roman Coin Hoard 
Westbury-sub-Mendip 

Wells & Mendip Museum has been kindly given a hoard of third century Roman coins 
discovered near Westbury-sub-Mendip. 

Summary 
The finds were initially examined by experts at the British Museum before being recorded in more detail at 
Wells & Mendip Museum. All have been identified as bronze radiates, also known as antoniniani, which 
was the major denomination of the later Roman Empire. Interestingly, all the identifiable coins date from a 
relatively short time period, between c.250 and 274 AD. The hoard comprises a mix of ‘official’ radiates and 
‘unofficial’ ancient forgeries (known as barbarous radiates). 

The hoard was found alongside fragments of greyware pottery and a basal sherd. The sherds are potentially 
remnants of the coin container, but this is unclear as fragments from more than one pot are present. Three 
heavily corroded nails accompanied the find which, although ancient, are probably stray material to the 
coins. 

(left) Four radiates from the hoard showing  (right) Fragments of pottery and three nails  
varying degrees of preservation   discovered with the hoard 
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Denomination: The Radiate 
The ‘radiate’ or ‘antoninianus’ was a denomination minted from c.215-293 AD. Each coin was valued at two 
denarii and eventually succeeded the denarius as the primary Roman denomination.  

The ancient name for this coin type is unknown. The modern term ‘antoninianus’ is derived from Marcus 
Aurelius Antoninus (Caracalla) who introduced the denomination in 215 AD. The alternative modern term 
‘radiate’ comes from the radiate crown depicted on the coin. As Roman coins did not display the name or 
value of a coin, a radiate crown (crown of spikes) was used to indicate that a coin was a double 
denomination. In order to indicate that the antoninianus was a ‘double-denarius’, the emperor would be 
depicted wearing a radiate crown instead of the wreath of laurel leaves typical of the denarius. 

Persistent debasement (the lowering of the value of currency) meant the silver content of the radiate was 
reduced from a 50:50 alloy between silver and base metal - usually bronze - to just 2.5% silver by 274 AD. 
The silver content of the radiates in this hoard is so minimal that they are considered base metal. Debasement 
was a practice often used by emperors to mint more coins from a given amount of precious metal. Reducing 
the intrinsic value of the coinage, however, led to high inflation and a consequent reduction in the purchasing 
power of ordinary citizens. 

The Hoard 

Coins of the Central Empire 
Several coins in the hoard were issued centrally by Gallienus (260-268AD) and Claudius II (268-270AD). 
This includes a radiate bearing the image of Cornelia Salonina (263-264AD), the wife of Gallienus. The 
coins display a range of common reverse types, and some highlights are discussed below.  

Coins of the Gallic Empire 
The majority of the identifiable coins were issued by emperors of the Gallic Empire (the Imperium 
Galliarum). In the mid-250s the Roman Empire experienced a major crisis. Following invasions by 
Germanic tribes, Postumus took advantage of instability to establish a breakaway empire. As the governor of 
both Germania Superior and Germania Inferior, which comprised much of west Europe, he was one of the 
most powerful men in the empire. In 260 AD he declared himself emperor of a new state. Five successive 
‘Gallic Emperors’ ruled until 274 AD when it was eventually retaken by emperor Aurelian.  

The Gallic Emperors issued their own coinage, and four of the five emperors are represented in this hoard. 
Additionally, the hoard contains a coin issued by Laelianus, a usurper of Postumus in 269 AD. Postumus’ 
decision to reduce the amount of silver in his coins led to unrest, and Laelianus exploited this to gain power. 
Laelianus seized the mint of Cologne and proclaimed himself emperor, but was quickly defeated by 
Postumus. 

By the time of the Tetrici emperors (Tetricus I and Tetricus II) the quality of Gallic coinage had fallen, and 
many radiates were poorly struck or clearly made using worn dies. This gives them a somewhat ragged 
quality but, combined with the unique Gallic style, they have a rather attractive character. The hoard contains 
a number of interesting examples of this Gallic style.    

Obverses 
The ‘front’ of a coin, bearing the bust of the emperor, is termed the ‘obverse’. Emperors of this period often 
used the same image as their predecessor, possibly to save the cost of commissioning a new portrait or 
because many of these later emperors ruled for short periods. As such, all of the radiates in this horde show a 
very similar portrait: the bust of the emperor looking to the right, with a spiked radiate crown and typically a 
beard. The exception is one coin bearing the image of Cornelia Salonina, the wife of Gallienus. She is 
wearing a diadem (an ornamental headband), but unlike a radiate crown this was not an indication of the 
denomination. Instead it is the presence of a crescent under her head which is the feminine equivalent of the 
‘double denomination’ radiate crown. 
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This lack of variation can make it challenging to identify the emperor. Earlier Roman emperors tended to use 
unique (and often very characterful) portraits. Fortunately, even a small fragment of the obverse inscription 
(or ‘legend’) is usually sufficient to determine which emperor is depicted. When combined with a known 
deity or personification on the ‘back’ of the coin (reverse), it is possible to pinpoint the emperor with a high 
degree of accuracy.     

Reverses 
The ‘back’ of a coin, displaying a deity, allegorical figure, personification or symbolic object, is termed the 
‘reverse’. Coin reverses reveal a wealth of information about Roman culture and historical events. Before 
mass communication and printing, coins were an effective way to communicate a sense of identity and 
shared belonging. Deities and personifications expressed moral ideas and desirable virtues, from Fides 
(loyalty) to Laetitia (joy and good grace). They were also used to reinforce knowledge of significant events 
in the mind of citizens, from great military victories to the personal achievements of emperors. 

A number of the reverses in this hoard are too corroded to identify, but many are still well preserved with a 
good amount of detail visible. A selection of reverse highlights include:  

• The commemoration of Diana, goddess of the hunt, by depicting a doe looking backwards (her 
sacred animal) [Gallienus] 

 The coin asked protection from Diana, and the reverse legend DIANAE CONS AVG meant "To   
 Diana, Preserver of the Emperor”. 

• Aequitas, the personification of equity and fair dealing, shown as a figure holding scales and a 
cornucopia (‘horn of plenty’) [Gallienus] 

 A depiction of Aequitas reminded citizens of the honesty and fairness of the emperor. 

• Annona, representing the corn or grain harvest, depicted as a figure standing by a modius (grain 
measure), holding ears of corn and a cornucopia (‘horn of plenty’) [Gallienus] 

 The personification of the grain harvest as Annona pointed to the emperor’s success in maintaining a  
 reliable food supply (much of which was imported from Roman Egypt), and bringing wealth and   
 abundance to the people. 

• Pudicitia, the concept of modesty or ‘sexual virtue’, shown as a figure holding a transverse sceptre (a 
symbol of imperial authority) [Salonina] 

 This coin bears the head of the empress Cornelia Salonina, and the depiction of Pudicitia expressed  
 the modesty of the empress, her piety, and her respect of traditional values. It was often chosen for  
 the coins of an empress to reinforce their matriarchal image. 
  
• Pax, the personification of peace, shown holding an olive branch and a transverse sceptre (a symbol 

of imperial authority) [Claudius II] 
 Although the Romans were often at war, Pax was a popular personification designed to remind   
 citizens of the (supposed) stability the emperor maintained.   

• Victoria, representing victory (a popular reverse type for emperors!), holding a wreath and palm 
branch [Laelianus] 

 Victoria was one of the most popular allegorical figures on coins, demonstrating the military success  
 of the emperor. 

• A jug, along with an assortment of sacrificial or pontifical implements, symbolising the responsibility 
and piety of the emperor [Tetricus II] 

 The example in this hoard shows a jug from which libations (drink offerings to the gods) would be  
 poured out. Although difficult to distinguish on this coin, the jug was often accompanied by a ‘lituus’ 
 and ‘simpulum’. The lituus was a curved wand used by augurs (Roman priests) and the simpulum 
was a sacrificial ladle. 

Barbarous Radiates 
During the so-called Crisis of the Third Century (235-284 AD) a series of unofficial copies of radiates were 
privately issued, now termed ‘barbarous radiates’. The crisis was a period where the Roman Empire 
temporarily split into three separate and competing states: the Gallic Empire in the west, the Palmyrene 
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Empire in the east, and the central empire in the middle (the ‘official’ Roman Empire). Barbarous imitations 
were not exactly forgeries, as they still functioned as currency (most likely small change), but the designs are 
cruder and inscriptions often do not match the deity depicted on the coin. In most cases they were smaller 
than the official version. 

Many of the coins in this hoard are barbarous radiates imitating coins issued under the Gallic Emperors. Of 
particular note is a copy of a consecration issue of Claudius II (268-270 AD), as it is more unusual for a 
barbarous radiate to imitate a coin of the central emperors.  

Discussion 

Why were so many Roman coins hoarded? 
It is still unclear why so many Roman coin hoards were buried in Britain. It is also unclear why so many of 
these were from the second half of the third century, as in the case of this hoard. Indeed, in the second half of 
the third century there were more hoards buried in Britain than in any other period of British history, and 
more hoards from this period found in Britain than in any other part of the empire. 

Hoards were often buried at times of economic or political upheaval. In this case the hoard coincides with the 
Crisis of the Third Century and instability across the empire. It is likely the owner buried the coins for 
safekeeping. Some authors point to ritual votive offerings, as was the case for a number of earlier Iron Age 
coin hoards. It seems unlikely this was the motivation for the burial of our hoard, with no associated finds to 
suggest votive offerings. This ritualistic form of coin hoarding was less common in the Roman period.  

Why was this hoard not recovered? 
Common reasons that hoards were not retrieved include the owner passing away, being sent to another part 
of the empire (if in imperial service), or simply forgetting where the coins were buried. 

A hoard may also have been left in situ if it was not worth the effort to retrieve. The Westbury-sub-Mendip 
hoard is relatively small - indeed some hoards discovered from this period can number into the thousands. 
The radiates buried were also relatively low value currency, with no precious metal denominations present. 
When combined with the fact that a large proportion were barbarous, which probably functioned as small 
change, it may be the case that the hoard was not valuable enough to be reclaimed. 
  
This could also have been the case if the hoard’s value decreased following burial. Interestingly, the 
Westbury-sub-Mendip hoard appears to coincide with the monetary reform of the emperor Aurelian. The 
most recent identifiable coin in the collection dates from 274 AD, which was the same year Aurelian 
reunified the divided empire. Once the Gallic Empire was brought back under central control, Aurelian 
instituted a number of monetary reforms. Denarii, sestertii and ases (the earlier imperial system of currency) 
were reintroduced. Crucially, as part of this reform the silver content of radiates was increased. The emperor 
attempted to recall the current radiates in circulation, and so the intrinsic value of existing radiates decreased. 
Such reforms made it less attractive to recover a buried hoard of these largely base metal coins. 
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